Cinderella
OF BOSTON

2020 SPRING/SUMMER COLLECTION

WOMEN'S PETITE SHOES SIZES 2 TO 5 ½ - MEDIUM AND WIDE WIDTHS
JAMAICA

A summer mule with a raffia wedge that is sure to stand out! With a full cushioned insole, choose from Black, Natural or Blue glove on a 3" wedge with ½" platform. M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 ½ $67.95

HAVANA

This raffia wrapped 3" wedge and ½" platform with a unique pattern is a must for your summer collection. With a two-band vamp and adjustable sling, choose from Black, Nude or Blue glove. M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 $67.95

OLLIE

A cork-textured 3" wedge dramatically ramps up the appeal of this breezy sandal styled with crisscross straps and adjustable sling with ½" platform. Available in Black or Camel microfiber. M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 $64.95

TIDE

Woven raffia elevates the warm-weather appeal of this lofty 3 ½" wedge with 1" platform with adjustable ankle strap. Brighten up your wardrobe with Black, Natural, White, Red or Yellow glove. M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ $64.95

SIENNA

Layers of artfully braided jute wrap around this signature 3" wedge with ½" platform. Choose from Black or Tan suede With an elastic ankle strap. M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 $67.95

QUEST

A 3 ½" cork wedge and 1" platform provides a fresh contrast to the minimalist styling of this ankle-strap sandal. Available in Black or Natural lycra. M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ $64.95

JAMAICA Available 4/25/20

HAVANA Available 4/25/20

OLLIE Available 4/25/20

TIDE

SIENNA Available 4/25/20

QUEST Available 4/25/20
FIJI

Available 4/25/20
Artfully braided jute wraps around this 3” wedge and ½” platform with an elastic ankle strap for a perfect fit. Perfect for warm-weather parties, this style is available in Black, Natural or Navy nubuck.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $64.95

LUAU

Available 4/25/20
Complete your look with the effortless vintage vibes of a minimalist wedge with a 3” jute wedge and ½” platform. Available in Black or Tan suede glove or Leopard print.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $63.95

YALE

Available 4/25/20
New Wedge!
Add inches to your frame in the chic new wedge featuring a 3” cork wedge with 2” platform and raffia textured upper. Rock this wedge in Black, Natural or Multi raffia.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $64.95

ORCHID

Take your sandal to new heights with our 3” wedge with 2” platform. Available in Black or Natural fabric, Blue Denim or Floral print.
M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 • $64.95

ZARA

Ropes of braided jute wrap this 3” wedge with 2” platform with a woven two-band upper and adjustable strap. Available in Black or Brown woven glove.
M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 • $64.95
KANDI

Available 4/25/20
A 1 ½” wedge brings easy-to-wear comfort to this summer sandal with adjustable ankle strap and patterned vamp.
Available in Black, Nude, Fuchsia or Turquoise glove.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $59.95

HAITI

Available 4/25/20
A vibrant floral print makes our 1 ½” wedge stand out from the rest! With a sleek ankle strap, you can walk all day in this wedge and never want to take them off. Available in Black or Red floral linen.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $59.95

PARADE

Available 4/25/20
Step into this contemporary-chic style with a perfect 1 ½” wedge that you can walk all day in. Choose from Black or Nude glove with back zipper and ankle strap.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $59.95

JOY

The espadrille you love is back in great colors for your summer collection. Available in Black, Natural, Red, Navy, Yellow or Multi print fabric on a 1 ¾” wedge.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $54.95

CORFU

Our classic espadrille with a twist. With an adjustable Velcro strap, this 1 ¾” espadrille will be perfect for summer days ahead. Available in Black, Natural or Navy linen or Blue denim.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $54.95

RASCAL

A woven upper makes this 1 ½” wedge perfect for hot summer days. Available in Black, Natural or Tan glove with a wood wrapped wedge.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $54.95

Spring colors are here!
NINA
A solid 3 ½” heel and 1” platform make this classic ankle strap sandal with a twist a must for summer. Available in Black, Nude or White glove.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $69.95

WIMSY
Simple and chic, this stacked 3 ½” heel sandal is stylish and walkable. With a comfortable upper, choose from Black, Tan or Natural raffia.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $67.95

BECCA
Intertwining straps and polished metallic buckles define this iconic leather sandal with a sturdy 3 ¼” stacked heel. Available in Black or Tan leather.
M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 • $74.95

URBAN
Elevated by sleek a ¾” platform and 3 ½” chunky wood wrapped heel; this front-zip style makes a timeless statement in smooth glove. Available in Black, Natural or Red glove.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $69.95
**TANGO**

Asymmetrical straps define this stylish sandal that’s perfect for a night out dancing. Sitting on a perfect 3” heel with ½” platform, choose from Black or Nude glove or Floral print fabric.

M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $64.95

**CALI**

An open toe and slender straps complement this sleek 2 ½” heel pump with adjustable side buckle. Available in Black, Nude and Grey nubuck.

M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $67.95

**DAISY**

Checker patterned linen make this 2 ½” heel sandal stand out for spring. With an elegant ankle strap, this style is available in Black, Nude or Pink checkered linen.

M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $63.95

**JAZZ**

A two-tone sandal that is sure to turn heads and add the perfect amount of flair to your summer wardrobe. Choose from Black, Nude or Red with White trim glove on a 3” heel with ½” platform.

M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 • $64.95
EASE
An open toe balances the 2 ½” heel on an essential slide that’s both on-trend and timeless. Available in Black, Nude, Red or White glove.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $63.95

IVY
Geometric perforations magnify the breezy charm of this perfect 2 ½” heel sandal with back zipper. Available in Black or Taupe suede.
M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 • $64.95

BELLE
A chunky 2 ¼” stacked heel and slim ½” platform elevate this sling back sandal with full cushioned insole. Available in Black or Natural nubuck LEATHER.
M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 • $69.95

UMA
Teardrop cut outs add a chic look to this 2 ¼” heel sandal with ½” platform and back zipper. Available in Black or Natural suede.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $64.95

AMBER
A timeless sophistication and easy comfort of this 2 ¼” stacked heel sandal perfect for summer days. Available in Black, Tan, Tangerine or Yellow leather with accent buckle.
M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 • $67.95
OPERA
Slender straps cross on the top of this beautiful evening pump. With a 2 ½” heel you’ll be able to dance the night away in Black, Silver or White satin.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $61.95

DOVE
A perfect heel height to dance all night in. Our evening sandal is on a 2 ¾” heel with ankle strap. Available in Black and White satin or Silver and Rose Gold glove.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $69.95

KATE
A 3 ¼” heel sandal with a single instep strap and ½” platform will have you looking amazing for any evening event.
Available in Black satin, Silver or Gold glove.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $67.95

CORVET
It's here to stay! Our 3” heel sandal with ankle strap is perfect for every day and evening wear. Available in Black or Natural LEATHER, Black satin, Silver or Rose Gold glove.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $69.95

SORENTO
Our 3” heel sandal with ankle strap is here to stay. Evening or day wear, this sandal is available in Black or Natural LEATHER, Black suede or Leopard print.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $69.95

BLISS
Perfect for a night out or bringing a little flair to your casual outfit, our classic 3 ¼” heel sandal with ankle strap is a must have addition to your wardrobe. Available in Black, Natural or Grey suede.
M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 • $69.95
VENTURA
A classic pump to span many years to come. Our 2 ¾” heel pump is available in Black, Brown, Navy, Red, Beige and Black patent glove or Grey multi fabric.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $67.95

NEWS
Take a classic look to another level. A strap highlights this pump and makes it perfect to go from work to play. Available in a bold Grey plaid fabric design or Black LEATHER on a 2 ¼” heel.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $65.95

ROSE
If you’re looking for a classic, look no further! Our 1 ½” heel pump will be perfect for all day comfort. Made from a soft faux leather, choose from Black, Navy, Red or Black patent glove and Grey multi fabric.
M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 • $64.95

FRANCE
Available 4/25/20
Slip into modern sophistication with our new 2 ½” mule pump designed with a walkable heel and a deep v-cut vamp. You can easily transition from casual to dress in Black, White, Fuchsia, Blue or Black patent glove.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $64.95

the mule you’ve been looking for!
**GINGER**

Available 4/25/20
A classic 2 ⅜" heel pump that’s perfect for all day wear at work or play. Available in Black, Beige, White or Red glove.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $64.95

**ZEST**

Our new loafer inspired flat that gives you timeless styling on a ¾" heel. Available in Black, Tan, Red or Pewter grained glove.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $59.95

**IRIS**

Slip them on and go! A perfect loafer-style mule is ideal for an everyday go-to in all the modern colors you’ll need. Available in Black, Camel, White, Pink, Red and Silver glove with a ¾" heel.
M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $59.95

**SAMMY**

Crocodile print highlights our flat with a full cushioned insole. Wear them all day long in Black, Brown or Grey glove.
M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 • $59.95
**ISLAND**

Our spring essential wedges are back in all the colors you’ll need for spring! Walk all day on this 2” wedge and never want to take them off. Available in Black, Bone, White, Red, Blue, Pink, Gold and Silver glove.

M 2 to 5 ½ • $47.95

**OVAL**

An easy slide on and go 2” wedge that has comfort and style. Available in Black, Brown or Beige glove.

M 2 to 5 ½ • $49.95

**MALIBU**

This will be your go to wedge all summer long. Our 1 ½” jute cover wedge with an easy slide in and out of vamp is a must! Available in Black, Natural or Multi print fabric.

M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ½ • $49.95

**ROBIN**

A soft fabric upper and a gold ornament make our 2” wedge perfect for spring and summer. Made for comfort, this wedge is available in Black, Natural, Navy and Light Blue Denim.

M 2 to 5 ½ • $47.95

**FAME**

An everyday, all day comfortable shoe. Our flex sole flats have a full cushioned insole. Available in Black or Brown glove. RUNS HALF SIZE LARGE.

M 2 to 5, W 2 to 5 • $69.95
**MAILING & HANDLING CHARGES**

**STANDARD MAIL**
For shipping, handling and insurance

**FEDEX SMART POST (7 TO 14 BUSINESS DAYS)**
$13 for the first pair / $1 for each additional pair

**FEDEX GROUND (5 TO 7 BUSINESS DAYS)**
$15 for the first pair / $1 for each additional pair

**USPS PRIORITY MAIL**
(3 TO 5 DAYS TO HI, PR, AK AND OTHER US TERRITORIES)
$15 for the first pair / $2 for each additional pair

**FedEx 2 Day Select** (continental U.S.)
(GUARANTEED 3 BUSINESS DAYS)
For shipping handling and insurance
$22 for the first pair
$3 for each additional pair
*back orders will be sent standard Smartpost

**FedEx 3 Day Select** (foreign)
For shipping handling and insurance
$40 for the first pair
$6 for each additional pair
*back orders will be sent standard Smartpost

**Mailing & Handling Charges**

**FedEx 3 Day Express**
For shipping handling and insurance
$80 for the first pair
$10 for each additional pair
*back orders will be sent standard Smartpost

**Return/Exchange**

**Shoe Size:** Cinderella’s shoes are crafted on women’s lasts that are scaled down to our petite sizes. If you wear a children’s size 2 you probably will need a size 3 or 3 ½ in our women’s shoes. You may fax an outline of your feet while standing. This will give us a better indication as to your proper size. Please include inches or centimeters of the outline as faxes sometimes get distorted.

**Returns/Exchanges:** With every purchase you will receive an invoice with a return form on the bottom. Please complete the form and indicate if you would like an exchange or refund. If you would like an exchange and the items did not fit, please send in an outline with the exchange. If items are received after the return period, you can only receive a credit for a future purchase. Exchanges shipped within the US will be shipped free of charge. Foreign shipments will be charged a nominal fee.

**Back Orders:** We do not offer a style, color or size that we do not expect to ship. However, certain items may not be available at the time of purchase. These items will be reserved for you and shipped upon their delivery.

**Returns/Exchanges:** With every purchase you will receive an invoice with a return form on the bottom. Please complete the form and indicate if you would like an exchange or refund. If you would like an exchange and the items did not fit, please send in an outline with the exchange. If items are received after the return period, you can only receive a credit for a future purchase. Exchanges shipped within the US will be shipped free of charge. Foreign shipments will be charged a nominal fee.
XENA
A towering addition to your look, this t-strap sandal boasts a Curvaceous 1 ½” platform and 4” heel that gives you the added inches you crave. Available in Black, Natural, Tan or Red suede. M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 ¼ • $69.95

TAMPA
Add this cross-band sandal with a cork-wrapped 4” heel and 1 ½” platform to your closet and sunny days won’t be far on the horizon. Available in Black, Blue, Natural and White glove. M 2 to 5 ½, W 2 to 5 • $69.95